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Random Dinners 2022 

Host’s Information 

The annual London-based “Random Dinners” is a fun way to extend your network within the 

INSEAD Alumni community, and an excellent opportunity to create new friendships across 

promotions at a relaxed, informal dinner party in your home. 

The way it works is as follows:  

We try to arrange dinners parties that can accommodate 6 people minimum (this would 

include you and any co-host), so that there's a chance to meet as many new people as 

possible.  Past hosts have provided a three-course meal and refreshments (we will 

encouraged guests to bring along a bottle of wine or soft drink with them).  

We ask guests to inform us of any strict dietary requirements (allergies, intolerance to food 

etc) and we will pass this information onto you five days before the event.  

We try to have fairly central locations to make it easier for you and your guests to reach the 

after-party venue for 10pm.   

If you are still interested, you will just need to let us know:  

• The (max) number of guests (excluding you and any co-host) you can 

accommodate: 

• Co-host's name (if any):  

• Your full address and nearest tube station(s): 

• Mobile phone / contact number for the evening: 

• Preferred contact email address: 

• Are you happy to cater for vegetarians? 

• Are you happy to cater for guests with food allergies? 

You and a maximum of 1 co-host will not need to pay the ticket fee, given that you are 

providing the food.  You will also be reimbursed £20 (after the event) for each guest we 

allocate to your dinner, to help with the food costs.  The additional money paid by attendees 

will go towards the after-party (min spend on bar tab / room hire etc) for everyone to enjoy at 

the end of the evening.   

We will let you know your guests’ names and their dietary information five days before the 

event. The allocation of your guests will be randomly selected while taking into 

consideration; dietary requirements that you can accommodate, a mix of promotions and 

location.  

Do let us know if you would be interested in hosting a dinner party on Saturday 19 

March by emailing the information above to Katie Arquati 

mailto:uk.events@insead.edu

